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Wes Bordelon

Family firm likes to
build its own vessels
Bordelon Marine is not one of the
largest or best known offshore
vessel companies in the US – or
as well known outside the US as
some – but it has a long track
record, and its owner is steadily
establishing it in new markets

B

ordelon Marine is celebrating its 35th
anniversary this year. Throughout its
history, the company has maintained
a family-oriented culture and established
a positive presence in the local community
and a longstanding trust with its vendors and
employees alike.
The company is a leading provider of marine
transportation services to the oil and gas industry
in the Gulf of Mexico and elsewhere and offers
a range of offshore vessels supporting activity
such as construction support, exploration,
production, remotely operated vehicle (ROV)
and dive support, oceanographic research and
survey, well stimulation as well as military and
special operations support.
Wes Bordelon took the helm at Bordelon
Marine in 1999 at the end of a cycle of the
family business that had seen several periods
of growth and decline. Beginning in 2000,
he implemented a programme that ultimately
rebuilt the company’s fleet though newbuilds
and acquisitions while simultaneously

diversifying and solidifying its customer base.
Bordelon Marine now operates a fleet of
mini-supply vessels along with 260ft dynamic
positioning (DP2) vessels. The company also
started a shipyard in 2011, specifically to
build its deepwater Stingray 260 DP2 vessels.
Bordelon Marine currently has one Stingrayclass vessel in operation, which is working as a
well stimulation vessel for Baker Hughes, along
with two more Stingray vessels in production
with expected delivery dates in the first quarter
and third quarter of 2015. Mr Bordelon says
he plans to maintain a presence on the shelf
whilst building its DP2 vessels to support
the deepwater market in the Gulf of Mexico
and elsewhere.
“I feel a great sense of pride, as a secondgeneration owner, to be a part of this great
history and look forward to many more years
of growth and success. The company began an
exciting new chapter in its evolution three years
ago, with the construction of Bordelon Marine
Shipbuilders and the design and creation of our
Stingray 260 DP2 series vessels.
“Since then, we’ve delivered and placed
under contract the first of what will eventually
be a class of six vessels. We are confident that
the Stingray 260 DP2 series will support and
foster the continued success of Bordelon Marine
well into the future.”
The Stingray series vessels are 257ft x 52ft
x 18ft vessels with a clear deck of 185ft x 44ft
(8,272 ft2) and a maximum speed of 14 knots.

Bordelon Marine’s deepwater vessels are tailored to work
in niches such as well stimulation and light intervention
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Wes Bordelon: “we plan to continue
building vessels organically”
They are fitted with Cummins QSK 60-M
Tier 3 main propulsion engines with Schottel
1215 Z-Drives and STT2 bow thrusters. They
are designed to transport 158,000 gallons of
fuel oil cargo, 4,000 ft3 of bulk mud, 10,400
barrels of liquid mud in three separate tanks
and 123,000 gallons of potable water cargo.
All of the cargo systems are fully automated
and controlled from the bridge. The vessels
can accommodate up to 40 people and have
an internal ROV office and control room. The
Stingray series are Solas classed, FiFi 1, ACCU,
EEP 175 and Tier 3.
The next vessel in the series, Shelia Bordelon,
is now due to be delivered in February 2015
and will be fitted out as what Bordelon Marine
describes as an “ultra-light intervention
vessel” and will have a 50-tonne active heave
compensated (AHC) crane from National
Oilwell Varco, a mezzanine launch and recovery
system (LARS) deck designed to support two
work-class ROVs, 6,000 ft2 of clear deck and
accommodation for 56.
The third vessel in the series, Brandon
Bordelon, also to be configured as an ultra-light
intervention vessel, will have a 60-tonne AHC
SMST crane, LARS deck and the same deck
area and accommodation as Shelia Bordelon.
“We plan to continue building organically,
approximately one vessel per year,” said
Mr Bordelon. “We are currently in the planning
stages for the vessels that will be delivered in
2016 and 2017.” OSJ
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